AUN & ASEAN+3

Educational Forum and Young Speakers’ Contest

To Empower. To Integrate. To Act.

This is a platform for talented youth of ASEAN and The Plus Three countries in public speaking and academic presentations.

It’s where ASEAN Awareness is built on the youth and It’s where familiarity & friendship with ASEAN community are cultivated.

**ACTIVITIES INVOLVED:**

- Orientation
- Educational Forum
- Special Lectures
- Young Speakers’ Contest

Each university sends three representatives:

- One undergraduate student for Educational Forum
- One undergraduate student for Young Speakers’ Contest
- One accompanying faculty staff (on voluntary basis)

**What can I get from this ACTIVITY?**

- A platform for ASEAN+3 youth to express their concerns and build a future that benefits respective communities, countries, and the region as a whole
- Enhancement of knowledge, rhetorical, and analytical skills through active learning
- Networks of friendship among participants which could further develop into ASEAN+3 youth collaborative networks
- A place to radiate ASEAN+3 spirit through the cooperation among young ASEAN+3 nationals through academic and non-academic activities

- It is conducted annually and held usually in the second or fourth quarter of the year
- It depends on the host university of the year